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EDITORIAL

The team at SERJ is very pleased to present this second issue of SERJ for 2009. It contains four articles, two from the United States, one from Belgium, and one from Mexico/Spain. This last article is in Spanish, but never fear if you don’t read that language – the authors have prepared an ‘extended summary’ in English, with sufficient detail to convey the main aspects of their discussion. This seems more useful than the usual 120-word abstract in English, and we are planning to continue this feature for other papers published in Spanish or French. As an international journal, we are always pleased to see submissions from a wide variety of countries, and we will also be pleased to receive them in Spanish or French.

As Tom Short explained in the editorial to the previous issue, his term as co-editor finishes at the end of this year. We thank Tom for his editorial work over the past four years, an undertaking as he pointed out that has been increasing during the term of his editorship. I believe that he will be very pleased with this last issue of his term, and I know that he has pushed hard to get these papers prepared for publication.

In Tom’s place, we welcome Robert (Bob) delMas as co-editor for the next four years (2010–2013). Bob is from the University of Minnesota, where he is a member of a prolific statistics education research team that includes Joan Garfield, Andrew Zieffler, and others. He has already published several times in SERJ on various topics exploring students’ understanding of statistics. He has also written and presented in a wide variety of other forums, including the ICOTS conferences, and indeed he is organiser of one of the sessions for next year’s ICOTS-8 in Ljubljana. We look forward to working with Bob over the next several years to steer SERJ through a period of growth.

One problem of our growth – measured by an increasing number of submissions – is that occasionally papers have been ‘mislaid’ during the submission, review, and preparation process. Bob and I have already developed plans to secure and streamline this process, and we will be implementing these in the near future. Let me add my apologies to Tom’s from the previous editorial if you have experienced any problems. But please do not be too polite: If you have not received confirmation of your submission, or have not had any information about reviews, send us an enquiry e-mail (and keep sending e-mails until you get a response – this to counter occasionally ‘flaky’ e-mail systems).

We also welcome Katie Makar to the editorial board. Katie has been active in statistics education research for several years, including organizing the SRTL conference in Queensland this past summer. Please see a more complete introduction of Katie, and for Randall Groth who joined the Board last year, in the next section.

We have had a good response to our call for papers for next year’s special issue on “Qualitative Issues in Statistics Education Research.” The papers that we received are currently being reviewed by external reviewers. There are several more papers in preparation and we expect to receive those soon. Our guest editors, Sue Gordon and Anna Reid, and I look forward to preparing an interesting issue for November 2010.

For the current issue, November 2009, thanks as usual to our team of reviewers and associate editors who have handled the refereeing of these papers. Special thanks to Drs. Leigh Wood and Boris Handal (Macquarie University), and to Elsa Medina (Cal Poly – San Luis Obispo), for their assistance in the proofreading of the Spanish language paper.

PETER PETOCZ
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NEW CO-EDITOR

SERJ welcomes the following new Co-Editor who has joined the Editorial Board for a 4-year appointment 2006-2009.

Robert delMas is an Associate Professor in the Department of Educational Psychology, College of Education and Human Development at the University of Minnesota. Bob earned his B.A. in Child Psychology and his Ph.D. in Educational Psychology from the University of Minnesota. He has been an Associate Editor of the Journal of Statistics Education (JSE) and a reviewer for SERJ, The American Statistician, the Journal of Educational Psychology, and the Journal of Research for Mathematics Research (JRME), and from 2001-2003 was a Mathlet reviewer for the Journal of Online Mathematics and its Applications. He has been active with and made regular presentations at SRTL, ICOTS, and USCOTS, and serves on the Research Advisory Board of the Consortium for the Advancement of Undergraduate Statistics Education (CAUSE). He served as chair of the Ad Hoc Joint American Mathematics Association of Two-Year College/American Statistical Association (ASA) Committee of Statistics and as chair of the ASA Section on Statistical Education. Along with Joan Garfield and others, he has received several National Science Foundation grants to investigate student understanding of statistics, develop assessment resources for teachers of statistics (the web ARTIST project), adapt innovative curricular materials for introductory statistics (the AIMS project), and develop new educational modules centering on Model Eliciting Activities (the CATALST project). Along with his colleagues, he has published his work in SERJ, JSE, Teaching Statistics, JRME, and several book chapters.

NEW ASSOCIATE EDITORS

SERJ welcomes the following new Associate Editors who have joined the Editorial Board for three-year appointments.

Randall Groth (2009-2011) is Associate Professor of mathematics education in the Department of Education Specialties, Seidel School of Education and Professional Studies at Salisbury University. He received his B.S. in Mathematics from Marquette University. After teaching high school for several years, he obtained his Ph.D. in Mathematics Education from Illinois State University. His research interests include pre-service teacher preparation and assessment of teachers’ knowledge of stochastics.

Katie Makar (2010-2012) is a Senior Lecturer in mathematics education at the University of Queensland. Her research examines teachers’ statistical reasoning, informal statistical inference and teachers’ longitudinal development of inquiry-based pedagogies in mathematics and statistics. She has done consulting work on teaching with inquiry, reasoning in chance and data, rubrics for open-ended tasks, and teacher professional standards. Previously, she taught high school mathematics for fifteen years in the United States and Asia before finishing her Ph.D. in Mathematics Education from University of Texas at Austin.